Many networks in natural and human-made systems exhibit scale-free properties and are small worlds. Now we show that people's understanding of complex systems in their cognitive maps also follow a scale-free topology.
other?". The stakeholders listed the important variables. They signified the relationships between these variables by drawing lines between them and using arrows to indicate the directions of the relationships. They also gave them signs of positive or negative, and strengths of a lot (1) , some (0.5), or a little (0.25). After the stakeholders drew their cognitive maps, which are essentially directed weighted graphs, they were coded into adjacency matrices. These cognitive maps were then augmented and added together (18) to create a social cognitive map of stakeholder groups or of all the stakeholders interviewed for each study system. The interviewing method and analyses are described in detail byÖzesmi andÖzesmi (19) . Structure of cognitive maps. We analyzed the structure of these cognitive maps by examining the outdegree, the indegree, and total degree (centrality) of the variables. Outdegree shows the total strength of the connections exiting from a variable:
Indegree shows the total strength of the connections coming into a variable:
Total degree (centrality) is the sum of indegree and outdegree of a variable:
Total degree shows the cumulative strength of connections entering into and exiting from a variable. It indicates how important a variable is in the map.
We examined the average distance between variables assuming that the connections are undirected.
We also looked at other structural indices to determine if maps from different study systems were similar. We calculated the ratio of receiver to transmitter variables (R/T ). Receiver variables have a positive indegree, id(v i ), and zero outdegree, od(v i ). Transmitter variables have a positive outdegree, od(v i ), and zero indegree, id(v i ). More complex maps will have larger ratios of receiver to transmitter variables because they define more utility outcomes and less controlling forcing functions.
We examined the density (clustering coefficient) of a fuzzy cognitive map (D), calculated as the number of connections divided by the maximum number of connections possible between N variables (20):
Density is an index of connectivity that shows how connected or sparse the maps are. If the density of a map is high then then there are a large number of causal relationships among the variables. Another structural measure of a cognitive map is the hierarchy index (h) (21):
where N is the total number of variables. When h is equal to zero the system is fully democratic and when h is equal to one then the map is fully hierarchical.
Results
Structure of cognitive maps. We found out that if a standard methodology is used the structural indices of the social cognitive maps from separate study systems are in the same range (Table 1) . Typically there are about 4 connections per variable in the maps. The number of transmitter variables was almost always higher than the number of receiver variables in the maps. This indicates that people perceived the systems as having more forcing functions than utility variables. The density of the maps are low, indicating maps with relatively few relationships among variables. The hierarchy index of the maps indicates that the maps tend to be more "democratic" than "hierarchical" in their structure.
Total degree. When we examined the total degree of the variables in individual stakeholder cognitive maps, they had power, Poisson, bimodal or uniform distributions. However, in social cognitive maps, the degree distribution of the total degree, or centrality, always follows a power law. The total degree exponents, γ total , vary from -0.995 to -1.546 for our six studies with R 2 between 0.94 to 0.98 (Table 2 ). Because cognitive maps have directed links (i.e.
agricultural runoff causes lake eutrophication), we examined the histograms of the indegree and outdegree. These also followed a power law distribution for the social cognitive maps ( Table 2) . The indegree exponents, γ in , vary from -1.004 to 1.530 (R 2 = 0.93 -0.99). The outdegree exponents, γ out , vary from -1.292 to -1.890 (R 2 = 0.87 -0.97).
Average distance. As in most real world networks (22) social cognitive maps are small worlds, with an average distance (l) between nodes varying from 3 to 5 (Table 2) . These distances are similar to the distances in random networks of the same size. Although the causal links between variables are directed, the average distances were calculated assuming that the links between nodes were bidirectional. Therefore we would expect the lengths of causal chains of reasoning to be even shorter on average. In other words, people's perceptions of complex systems involve causal chains that are on average less than 5 links long. One could assume that the longer the causal chain the greater level of detail that people use to explain an event.
Discussion
Scale-free networks. Many large networks have the property that the vertex connectivities follow a scale-free powerlaw distribution because: 1) networks expand continuously by the addition of new vertices, and 2) new vertices attach preferentially to sites that are already well-connected (7). With social cognitive maps, as more individual maps are added to the social map, the map expands with new nodes and new connections. In addition, as people in the same template.tex geographic area or social group tend to have similar perceptions about systems or problems, they think of the same variables and causal relationships between those variables. Therefore the more maps that are added together, the stronger the causal connections become between shared variables.
Social cognitive maps were found to be small worlds with variable connectivities following a scale-free power-law distribution. These results have implications for how people perceive systems and could help solve problems in many different areas such as cognition, perception, decision-making, conflict resolution, politics, and management. For example, by analyzing networks of social interactions together with cognitive maps we may be better able to understand how ideas spread and become accepted by group members. Finally cognitive maps of people's perceptions of complex systems provide another example of networks with scale-free topology, presenting a case where the network connections are directed and weighted. N is the number of variables in the social cognitive map, k is the number of edges (causal connections), and n is the number of maps added together to create the social cognitive map.
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